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The town of Lerry have been haunted by evil creatures for over a hundred years.
Every 7 years 7 months there will be a few person went missing.

You are playing as Detective Q
After years of investigating. Detective Q finally encounter the evil shapeshifting monster and begins their first conflict...
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OUR GAME'S FEATURES:
- EXPLORE THE MYSTERIOUS FOREST

- FINDING DIFFERENT PATH
- SOLVE PUZZLE TO WIN

- BATTLE EVIL CREATURES. COLLECT THE KEYS.
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★ WE. EVLAVV STUDIO. AS ALWAYS. PROMISES TO BRING YOU THE TROLLIEST, FUNNIEST AND
MOST HILARIOUS EXPERIENCE YOU HAVE EVER SEEN!

★ EVERY GAME IS SUPPOSED TO BE A FUN LITTLE ACTION PACKED PUZZLE SOLVING ADVENTURE
THAT REQUIRE BOTH YOUR BRAIN AND YOUR SKILLS TO COMPLETE!

★ SO... WHAT ARE YOU WAITING FOR? PURCHASE THIS GAME NOW AND ENJOY THE RIDE!
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Title: I saw IT
Genre: Action, Adventure, Casual, Indie, RPG, Simulation, Strategy
Developer:
evlavv_studio
Publisher:
evlavv_studio
Release Date: 25 Feb, 2018

 b4d347fde0 

Minimum:

OS: Windows 7/8.1/10/Vista/XP (32 or 64 bit)

Processor: Dual Core 2.0GHz or equivalent processor

Memory: 2 GB RAM

Graphics: NVIDIA GeForce 400 series or AMD Radeon HD 6000 series, 1GB Video Card (Minimum Shader Model 2.0)

DirectX: Version 9.0

Storage: 1 GB available space

Sound Card: DirectX Compatible Sound Card with latest drivers

English
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2018 and still play this game. Incredibly Short game but a lot of replay potential. I enjoyed my 40 minute playthrough. For 6
bucks I have played way worse games.. A good port of the PS3 store game :). Great atmosphere, nice sounds, cool graphics, fun
levels, interesting gameplay, it is a pretty neat game.. During the late 90’s/early 2000’s Humongous Entertainment released an
absolutely fantastic stream of “edutainment” point and click adventures for children. These titles focus on a range of light
academics including basic geography, basic to upper elementary level mathematics, logical thinking, critical thinking and puzzle
solving, topped off with reinforcement of good manners and polite social etiquette. At the lower end of the age spectrum, they
may require some adult supervision and supportive guidance, but there is no better series of games for a child’s first venture into
PC gaming.

Putt-Putt Enters The Race was the last children's “Edutainment” game I played. Since I was older, it didn’t engage me like the
others did. At the same time, I feel like this was when the Putt-Putt titles began to slip in quality and originality. It’s still a
worthy title of the Humongous label, but I would purchase the Parade, Moon, Zoo or Circus before this one.. The scrotum of
video games.. Worth buying as a stand alone if you havnt bought in a party pack.

Great game for groups (who can use phones, tablets, or pcs) to play.

If your new to Jackbox games, and not sure if you want to try them out, this is a great one to dip your toe into.
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Sadly I must advise against buying this game. In my fifteen minutes with it, the game does look like it has a lot of depth to
managing your guild and the heisting, but I feel like the game is just too fast. Your thieves bolt from place to place like the
kings guard was on their tail, there isn't much of an option to survey a situation because of how the game is designed, and you
don't have a lot of gameplay options besides "run into the building and hope there isn't a guard at the door."

It could be a good game, just not a good stealth game.. First Winter is short on content, scares, and story. I care much much
less about content, but it definitely could use a less abstract\/more cohesive story. And I typically scare quite easily, but this
really didn't do it. I do very much appreciate the indie roots of this game, and the fact that one person made it in a few
months. Kudos for that. The price-point is more than fair.

Pros:
+Very short game (30-45 minutes) that doesn't wear out its welcome
+Nice little game to 100% with achievements
+Fun enough little experimental indie horror game
+Super cool ARG alt ending

Cons:
-What begins as something that could be mildly interesting just gets bogged down with a hazy story (this whole thing could be
an intro for a more fleshed-out game)
-The filtered\/pixelated art style is neat, but I can't shake the notion that it just covers up bland artwork (to be clear I don't
blame indie devs with shoestring budgets for doing this, but yeah)
-The little jump scares really didn't do it for me
-The puzzle sections were just underwhelming fetch quests

I enjoyed my playthrough, but there are just too many areas of this title that are lacking for me to recommend friends to go
out and buy it.. Just as a warning, you're able to go from beginning to end in half an hour. Not sure if people left it running
while doing other things or I'm just a moderately fast reader, but I got a good ending and 3 bad endings in about 30 minutes.
Doubling back for more produced another 2 endings in 10 odd minutes but didn't really add much to the experience. For a
visual novel where story is key that's not okay at all. The seperate branches you can do don't actually do much to change the
story overlap with other parts of the game. I liked the first Highschool Romance and was looking forward to this, but they
really needed to make this longer than they did.

Which is tragic as I was excited by and enjoyed the story pitch a lot. They didn't go into the lore or setting of the world much
outside of the Mage levels at the academy (which is another issue), but the concept for this was great. The art was really cute
too, with the expressions and the unique mage robe styles. It's just tragically short with an under developed setting and that
undercuts their effort here. I hate to do this, but I can't recommend this as it is.. Im not a nay-sayer when it comes to
simulation games. I adore all things both crappy and great when it comes to quality in simulation games. But with World of
Subways, it veered straight off a cliff down into a lava pit called "Trying to Hard".

While certainly a well thought out game with some decent details and simulation quality, the finer details are where this
game lost out hugely. The campaign mode and walk around offices of an 80's NYCTA operations office are one which are
so buggy and sometimes confusing, you would expect a map or something. Conversations are awkward and poorly paced,
knowing what you needed to do and just free play are things which are hidden very well in the robotic glitchy AIs that make
your aquantiance.

For the gameplay, actual driving, it is the same as any other World of Subways games... Way to many controls for way to
many steps. Expect to make a lot of cheat sheets to play with this game. If you are able to remember the controls by heart, like
I can the important ones, good on ya. But Ill tell you what, I know I was constantly flicking through hastly written notes
looking what steps I had to preform to open and close doors!

The train driving is also very odd. Unlike the real subways I know being the Elevated in Chicago and the NYCTA in New
York, the trains are like playing with a model train set with a lot of optional features. IE: Trains can be screeched to a halt
from 30 MPH in less then 100 feet. DOesn't matter if you need too, you get really no serious repercussions doing it (Unless
playing on "aggro mode"). People just bik at you once and a while and say "You should do better!".
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World of Subways 4 is what I saw World of Subways 2 to be, an odd step in a different direction for this series. Also, lets
skip the Taking of Pelham 123 mission please, just one way to smack us true railroad simulation (and real railroad people,
for those of us one in the same) across the face with silly no-realism missions.

While yes, this game does have some interesting ideas, they are done by not-so-professional grade people and companies. Or
perhaps this was such a side item game vs normal development for other games that it never got the true work/QA it really
needed to be a great game. Which is why, if you want a good game in this series, I would strongly recommend World of
Subways 3 and wait to see what 5 will come with.. Dammit little girl, the tank clearly said "DO NOT OVERFEED".
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